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INTRODUCTION

When a 2016 casting call¹ for the Broadway and touring musical productions of Hamilton specifically sought “non-white men and women ages 20s to 30s,”² concerns arose regarding its legality. Shortly after the posting went live, human rights attorney and professor Randolph McLaughlin took to the media and griped, “You cannot advertise showing that you have a preference for one racial group over

* Nicole Ligon is the Lecturing Fellow and Supervising Attorney of the First Amendment Clinic at Duke Law School. The author would like to thank H. Jefferson Powell for his helpful comments and unrelenting support.

¹ For the purposes of this Article, casting “call” and “advertisement” will be used interchangeably.

another.” By doing so, he reportedly claimed that Hamilton’s posting violated § 8-107 of New York City’s Human Rights Law Administrative Code (the “Code”). Then again, in March 2019, a petition for writ of certiorari filed before the U.S. Supreme Court in a case concerning cable programming raised a similar question in the context of an analogy, asking: Could “[a] refusal to contract with a white actor to play George Washington [in Hamilton] . . . be made an antidiscrimination violation”?

While no formal lawsuit has been brought adjudicating this issue, controlling constitutional and statutory texts clearly address the questions at hand. To explain why McLaughlin’s contention and Charter’s analogized concerns are misplaced, this Article turns to and relies on First Amendment principles and statutory carveouts. Modeled after Title VII, Section 8-107(3)(b) of the Code provides that it is not unlawful to advertise or make hiring decisions based on race or other protected characteristic if that characteristic is deemed a “bona fide occupational qualification” (BFOQ). And it is this exception, coupled with strong First Amendment protections, that shields Hamilton from incurring any legal liability for signifying racial preference in its casting advertisements and hiring decisions.

In discussing the intersection between the First Amendment and human rights laws, this Article will explain why Hamilton’s casting call, and numerous other race-based casting calls, are exempt from antidiscrimination laws like § 8-107 of the Code and Title VII under the BFOQ exception. This Article will also explain why Hamilton’s practice of hiring mostly nonwhite cast members is a lawful practice in light of the First Amendment, focusing on the scriptwriter’s intended message when creating the show. Next, it will consider whether casting practices that grant preference to white actors should be treated differently under the law than those that, like Hamilton, advantage nonwhite actors. It will examine two justifications for permitting differential treatment under the law, but ultimately conclude that legal reform focused on casting in this context would be ineffectual and impracticable. Finding the law an ineffective way to remedy

4. Id.
6. The Charter Communications case concerns whether a cable network can take race into account when deciding which television stations to carry; it does not actually concern race-based casting. See id. at 1.
7. N.Y. EXEC. LAW § 296(1)(d) (Consol. 2015).
inequitable casting opportunities, this Article will propose several alternative channels for redressing the economic and financial harms that minority actors with limited employment opportunities currently endure. These proposals will also seek to combat the additional harms that flow from limited representation of diverse communities in the entertainment industry. Finally, this Article will conclude that even if none of these alternative channels are employed to counter today’s racially inequitable casting opportunities and their accompanying harms, evolving business necessity will eventually result in more diverse and equitable hiring opportunities in the coming decades.

I. BACKGROUND OF Hamilton

Lin-Manuel Miranda’s acclaimed musical Hamilton opened on Broadway in July 2015 at the Richard Rodgers Theatre.8 Inspired by Ron Chernow’s book “Alexander Hamilton,” the musical incorporates historical figures like “George Washington, Aaron Burr, James Madison and Thomas Jefferson” into a narrative told entirely through rap verse.9 Act I lightheartedly portrays aspects of Alexander Hamilton’s biographical story from roughly 1776 until the end of the American Revolution, focusing largely on his loving relationships with his wife Eliza Schuyler and her sister Angelica as well as John Laurens and George Washington.10 The more plot-heavy Act II, on the other hand, highlights the later, darker years and conflicts therein that plagued Hamilton’s life; it documents the Reynolds affair, Washington’s retirement, Jefferson’s ascension, the death of Hamilton’s eldest son, and Hamilton’s fatal duel with Aaron Burr.11 Throughout the show, the subplot also fleshes out “the very real ways that the era’s gender ideologies constrained [women’s and minorities’] lives.”12 The show’s final number, entitled “Who Lives, Who Dies, Who Tells Your Story?”, leaves the audience with the lingering question of who should, and will, tell Hamilton’s story (some variation of this question appears seventeen times throughout the three minute and thirty second song).13 By intentionally making nonwhite persons the

9. Id.
11. Id.
lead narrators of the story, Miranda seemingly answers the question, at least as it applies to his show. But in doing so, he sparked controversy over whether *Hamilton*’s audition advertising and casting policies are actually lawful, particularly in light of existing antidiscrimination statutes.

II. TITLE VII AND BFOQ AS APPLIED TO CASTING CALLS

The underlying purpose of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (CRA) is to counteract racial discrimination. Title VII of the CRA makes it unlawful to deny someone employment based on their “race, color, religion, sex, or national origin.” In so doing, Title VII has improved employment opportunities for minorities by opening up fields that they had been “previously and routinely turned away from . . . [even though] they met the requirements necessary for the job.”

While Congress passed Title VII to respond to preexisting employment discrimination, it never intended to “guarantee the employment of minorities” or anyone else. In fact, when drafting this legislation, Congress realized that it might be necessary to consider facially discriminatory characteristics when deciding whom to hire for certain positions. To account for this, Congress created an exception to Title VII. The exception provides that where a characteristic is “reasonably necessary to the normal operation of that particular business or enterprise,” then that characteristic constitutes a BFOQ and may lawfully be factored into employment decisions.

In the entertainment industry, race and other protected characteristics that are taken into account for casting purposes are traditionally considered BFOQs so long as they are integral to the storyline or the work’s intended message. The legislative history of Title VII

---

15. Aiello, supra note 3.
19. Id. at 878.
22. Id.
is consistent with this interpretation. During the legislative debates over Title VII, Senator Joseph Clark, a floor manager for the statute, noted that a “movie company making an extravaganza on Africa may well decide to have hundreds of extras of a particular race or color to make the movie as authentic as possible.” Thus, while determining how “necessary” race is to achieve authenticity for a storyline or message requires a subjective analysis, Senator Clark’s comment suggests that such subjectivity by casting directors is lawful and may be acted upon.

In light of how the BFOQ exception has historically applied to casting, it is clear that Hamilton’s controversial advertisement was not unlawful merely because it expressed a racial preference. As previously mentioned, to lawfully express a preference for race in a casting call, casting directors must truly think that an actor’s race could impact the show’s storyline or message. The below statement from the show’s press representative indicates that Hamilton’s casting directors possess such a belief:

> It is essential to the storytelling of HAMILTON that the principal roles—which were written for non-white characters (excepting King George)—be performed by non-white actors. This adheres to the accepted practice that certain characteristics in certain roles constitute a ‘bona fide occupational qualification’ that is legal. This also follows in the tradition of many shows that call for race, ethnicity or age specific casting, whether it’s THE COLOR PURPLE or PORGY & BESS, or MATILDA.

According to the creators of Hamilton, the race of the cast is integral to telling the underlying story because of the “singular way” in which the writer, actor, and director Lin-Manuel Miranda seeks to “depict[] the birth of our nation.” Miranda intentionally wrote the script to convey the message that “America is a nation of immigrants,” built and expanded in significant part by immigrants and racial

25. Id. at 7217 (comments of Senators Joseph Clark and Clifford Case).
26. See id.
28. See H.R. Doc. No. 7152, supra note 20, at 7213 and accompanying text.
30. Nessouli & Sanchez, supra note 27.
minorities. This message resonates throughout the show, illustrated in lines like “we all know who’s really doing the planting” and “Immigrants: we get the job done.” Having a nonwhite cast enables Americans of color to actually claim America as theirs onstage (“I’m just like my country/I’m young, scrappy and hungry/and I’m not throwing away my shot.”). In other words, Miranda’s script was written in part as a protest (“Rise up/when you’re living on your knees/you rise up/tell your brother that he’s gotta/rise up/tell your sister that she’s gotta/rise up”) against today’s history curricula. Thus, to authenticate this message and portray Miranda’s visionary story of American history in accordance with authorial intent, he believed it “essential . . . that the principal roles, which were written for nonwhite characters . . . be performed by nonwhite actors.” Since this belief enables use of a BFOQ for casting calls so long as the show does not outright prohibit any race from auditioning (which it did not), the choice to express a racial preference here is legally permissible.

III. THE FIRST AMENDMENT AS APPLIED TO HIRING DECISIONS

The First Amendment’s strong protections for the freedom of expression are at the core of the American identity and integral to
American society. As a result, the First Amendment often trumps other legislative rights to the extent they come into conflict, including with regard to aspects of Title VII. As scholars have noted, “[t]he Supreme Court’s First Amendment jurisprudence serves as a pragmatic roadblock to civil rights initiatives such as applying Title VII in the context of private artistic expression, weighing more heavily in the protection of speech.” As “a constitutional provision, the First Amendment garners more weight than antidiscrimination statutes such as Title VII” and § 8-107 of New York’s Code. And it is well-settled that in addition to “motion pictures [and] programs broadcast by radio and television, . . . live entertainment, such as musical and dramatic works fall within the First Amendment guarantee.” “[T]hat casting decisions ‘are part and parcel of the creative process’” for a given show, “thereby meriting First Amendment protection against the application of anti-discrimination statutes to that process,” has been widely accepted by courts in recent years. This is because “the production of a play is a medium of expression for its director.” Accordingly, show creators have the right to decide how to present their productions to an audience in accordance with his or her personal vision. “This personal vision [has been understood to] includ[e] interpretation of the script, the play’s . . . costumes, [its] scenery,” and, importantly, its “characters,” brought to life by its casting. Thus, it appears that “all the components of the production of the play, including its casting, should be afforded the same First Amendment protection enjoyed by the oral and written word, and by expressive conduct, such as the burning of the American flag” or writing of a script in the “primarily black musical [form]” of rap verse, as was done here.

40. *Id.*
41. *Id.*
42. *Id.*
45. Jennifer L. Sheppard, *Theatrical Casting-Discrimination or Artistic Freedom?*, 15 COLUM. VLA J.L. & ARTS 267, 279–80 (1991). There is some disagreement as to whether the director or writer’s artistic expression and vision should be protected. For the purpose of *Hamilton*, the distinction is insignificant since the scriptwriter and director are one and the same. The discussion about whose expression warrants protection is beyond the scope of this Article. The important thing to note, however, is that it has been accepted that artistic expression should not be hindered by antidiscrimination laws or other government regulation. *Id.* at 280–81.
46. *Id.* at 280.
47. *Id.*; Noonan, *supra* note 12 (“Miranda may have connected with an artifact of
The First Amendment affords individuals and businesses alike the "[r]ight to express [their] chosen views in a free society without government interference." That producing a show like *Hamilton* clearly constitutes artistic expression, and that "[m]any [people] in the [entertainment] industry, even actors, resent judicial interference with the arts," helps explain why recent court decisions have repeatedly extended protection to casting decisions. Indeed, this reluctance to place restraints on artistic freedoms reflects American society's deep commitment to First Amendment values; that societal commitment reverberates throughout American jurisprudence.

For example, in *Claybrooks v. American Broadcasting Companies*, a Tennessee district court held that "casting decisions are incorporated into the overarching creative process within the protected scope of expressive speech." In *Claybrooks*, two African American men who had attended a casting call for *The Bachelor* alleged that producers of the reality show violated federal antidiscrimination laws by refusing to fairly consider the men for spots as contestants on the show due to their race. The plaintiffs claimed that the show had a 'founders chic,' but he uses the ingredients of his art—primarily black musical forms and his choice of performers—to bring people of color into the center of a story from which they have traditionally been excluded. Miranda chose hip hop to tell Hamilton's story because the form's density of words gave him the ability to pack more information into the show to encompass Hamilton's eventful life. Miranda also chose hip hop because that very density mirrored Hamilton's own prodigious level of writing.

49. *Id.* at 579.
50. In addition to *Claybrooks v. Am. Broad. Cos.,* 898 F. Supp. 2d 986 (Md. Tenn. 2012), discussed subsequently, another significant First Amendment freedom of casting case, *Redgrave v. Boston Symphony Orchestra*, opined in dicta that it did “not think . . . that liability should attach if a performing group replaces a black performer with a white performer (or vice versa) in order to further its expressive interests.” *Redgrave*, 855 F.2d 888, 904 n.17 (1st Cir. 1988). See also Tamkin v. CBS Broad., Inc., 122 Cal. Rptr. 3d 264, 271 (Cal. Ct. App. 2011) (“the creation, casting, and broadcasting of an episode of a popular television show” is an “an exercise of free speech”).
52. Whether *The Bachelor* amounts to "artistic expression" in the same sense as *Hamilton* is a controversial question from a qualitative perspective. However, the First Amendment does not permit the government to act on such qualitative judgments within its very broad limits. United States v. Playboy Entm't Grp., Inc., 529 U.S. 803, 818 (2000) (“The Constitution exists precisely so that opinions and judgments, including aesthetic and moral judgments about art and literature, can be formed, tested, and expressed. What the Constitution says is that these judgments are for the individual to make, not for the Government to decree, even with the mandate or approval of a majority.”). Indeed, where, as here, the relevant expression is purposefully created for the entertainment of viewers—see Chelsea Duff, *The New 'Bachelor Nation' Book Reveals How Low Producers Will Go for Drama*, LIFE & STYLE MAG. (Mar. 7, 2018), https://www.lifeandstylemag.com/posts/bachelor-nation-book155540 [https://perma.cc/6LRT-7G9L] (explaining that the producers create the show by playing a large part in determining and bringing forth its content, bearing in mind the type of stories they think would be entertaining for their viewers)—the question is no longer “what is art?” but rather “what is ‘good’ art?” See Adam Manuel, *Is Reality Television A Legitimate Art Form?*, HUFFPOST (June 7, 2017), https://www.huf
discriminatory reason for casting primarily white bachelors and bachelorettes: it wanted to prevent the final couple from being interracial because that could spark controversy and alienate the show’s mostly white viewership. The defendant-producers, in turn, argued that the First Amendment protects the show’s casting decisions and storyline, including whether or not the show should send particular political or social messages with regard to interracial dating. The defendant-producers further argued that “in reality programming, like the series at issue, casting is especially critical because the participants and their interaction are the story.” In rejecting the plaintiffs’ racial discrimination claim, the court held that “the First Amendment protects the producers’ right to unilaterally craft and control their creative content and prevents the plaintiffs from forcing the defendants to employ race-neutral criteria in their casting decisions.”

In other words, the Claybrooks court essentially found that forcing a producer to change casting criteria to avoid violating the Civil Rights Act risks altering the producer’s message altogether—a result inconsistent with First Amendment protections and, therefore, constitutionally unsound.

Lin-Manuel Miranda’s reasoning for why he believes his casting decisions should be protected likewise echoes this mainstream view. According to Miranda:

[A]uthorial intent wins . . . Katori Hall never intended for a Caucasian Martin Luther King. That’s the end of the discussion.
In every case, the intent of the author always wins. If the author has specified the ethnicity of the part, that wins [because that signifies his or her artistic expression].

Miranda also agrees with the mainstream belief that an author’s artistic expression is particularly worthy of protection because, despite editorial changes to a script, an author’s name is still attached to it and the show’s ultimate message: “You go to Hollywood, you sell a script, they do whatever and your name is still on it. What we protect . . . is the author’s power over their words and what happens with them.” Said differently, the First Amendment protects the author’s expressive voice, and “the selection of [cast] members is the definition of that voice.” Likewise, scholars have noted that “[s]ince a performance may be considered a statement in which the actors are the ‘words’ cast by the director [writer] to express that statement, the [actual] casting decision should be protected as other words and types of expressive conduct are protected.” This position holds especially true for a production like Hamilton where the show’s creator sought to convey a specific, singular message/story that hinged in large part on the actors’ races.

In light of this, it is clear that Hamilton has acted lawfully in deciding to cast primarily nonwhite actors and express a racial preference in its casting calls. The choice to feature “Hispanic and black actors as the founding fathers, and [include] Asian-American and white actors in other roles” constitutes artistic expression protected from government interference under the First Amendment.

IV. HOW DO PROTECTIONS FOR RACE-BASED CASTING APPLY WHERE CASTING GRANTS PREFERENCE TO WHITE ACTORS AND DISFAVORS MINORITIES?

While Hamilton is unique in that its casting calls and employment decisions benefit minorities who have historically been discriminated against in the entertainment industry, the same protective logic and reasoning also applies to casting calls and actual casting

59. Id.
61. Heekyung Esther Kim, Race As a Hiring/Casting Criterion: If Laurence Olivier was Rejected for the Role of Othello in Othello, Would He Have a Valid Title VII Claim?, 20 HASTINGS COMM. ENT. L.J. 397, 413–14 (1998).
62. See supra note 30 and accompanying text.
63. See Kim, supra note 61, at 413–14.
64. Paulson, supra note 32.
decisions that demonstrate a preference for white actors over non-white actors, making the casting process nearly always immune from discrimination claims.\(^65\) This was seen in the *Claybrooks* case, concerning casting of *The Bachelor*, and has been a factual scenario confronted in much greater frequency given that most roles are designed with white actors in mind and are filled accordingly.\(^66\) Indeed, historically on Broadway and in the entertainment industry generally, “it is extremely rare to cast a show that is not about an African American, Latino, or Asian American with performers of color playing every leading role” like *Hamilton* does.\(^67\)

According to the Screen Actors Guild (SAG)’s 2007 and 2008 Casting Data Reports, “Caucasians made up 72.5% of all roles in 2008, accounting for 74% of roles in feature films and 71.9% of roles in episodic television.”\(^68\) Of all television and theatrical roles examined by SAG in 2008, over seventy percent went to white actors.\(^69\) And while there has been some improvement in diversity representation in the last decade, the 2019 Hollywood Diversity Report published by UCLA explained that minorities “[remain] underrepresented on every [entertainment] industry employment front” in Hollywood, including being underrepresented by 2 to 1 among film leads during the 2016–2017 season.\(^70\) Consistent with this, a June 2019 search on Backstage.com for casting calls at all possible locations, for any gender, age, performance type (i.e., theater, film, television and video, commercials, modeling, performing arts generally, and voiceovers), role type (i.e., leads and background roles), compensation level, and union status revealed a significant racial disparity in audition opportunities. Including positions that did not specify racial preference, white people had 6,831 possible audition opportunities; black people had 6,642, Hispanics had 5,521, persons of Middle Eastern descent had 6,128, Asians had 5,728, and Indigenous people had 5,472.\(^71\) The disparity between roles available increased even more so when the search was altered to look specifically for lead roles, as the results demonstrated a clear preference for white actors.\(^72\)

---

\(^67\) Noonan, *supra* note 12.
\(^69\) *Id.*
\(^71\) See Casting Calls, *supra* note 66 (this search omitted results for staff/crew).
\(^72\) *Id.*
While Claybrooks concerned merely casting decisions, there are many other examples of productions that indicated a racial preference for white actors in both their casting calls and their ultimate casting decision, as one might expect based on Backstage.com’s listings.73 For example, according to The Wall Street Journal, when casting Katniss Everdeen, the lead role of The Hunger Games movie who was written as a racially ambiguous character in the book series, the casting call stated that auditioning actresses “should be Caucasian, between ages 15 and 20, who could portray someone ‘underfed but strong,’ and ‘naturally pretty underneath her tomboyishness.’”74 The movie went on to cast the “naturally blonde-haired and blue-eyed” white actress Jennifer Lawrence in the part.75

Similarly, the July 2015 casting call for Steve Martin’s new Broadway show Bright Star, which tells a love story set in the early 1900s American South, read: “Seeking Equity actors who sing for various principal roles. All characters are Caucasian.”76 And, indeed, the show employed an entirely white cast.77 But, just as with many of the other “endless amounts of shows that call for Caucasian actors to play the leading characters, . . . [t]here was no big stir about this.”78

Still other productions limit the kinds of roles available to certain races by differentiating casting call language and casting decisions not by quantity, but by quality and type.79 For example, HBO’s television show Girls—a comedy-drama that follows the lives of four young

73. Id.
women living in Brooklyn as they deal with seemingly real-life struggles and events—received some media criticism for employing a cast of white female leads when it premiered in 2012. The show’s first season was criticized for its “stereotypical casting of minority actors” and an examination of the Girls’ casting calls demonstrates why. While writer, producer, and director of Girls, Lena Dunham, decided to cast the four leads with white women (including herself), Girls also posted other casting calls that expressly endorsed stereotyping. For example, one casting call for the show’s first season sought a “male, Asian, 20s–40s, [who] delivers sake that [the girls] did not order” for a one-line sake bar waiter role. Another Girls casting call sought an African American woman to play a recurring character named “Tako” that, as a defining attribute, likes “bar fights.”

These examples of stereotyped casting calls are not unique. Indeed, even despite being a successful standup comedian with his own self-created television series, Aziz Ansari has stated that “when [his] phone rings, the roles [he’s] offered are often defined by ethnicity and often require accents.” In fact, Ansari made fun of his very real-life experience with this in his show Master of None on an episode entitled “Indians on TV.” In the episode, Ansari’s character, Dev, “is asked to do a stereotypical Indian accent during an audition,” but he refuses and walks out of the audition (something Ansari has reportedly done in real life). During a separate audition, Dev is told that the sitcom for which he was auditioning would only be able to cast one Indian because “no network executive wants to see more than one Indian person on TV at a time.” As a way to air his very real-life frustration with racially stereotyped casting, Ansari wrote Dev’s

83. Id.
84. Id.
87. Id.
88. Id.
response: “Yeah, but you’d never say that about a show with two white people. Every show has two white people.”

While race-based casting calls and casting decisions almost certainly have more harmful impacts when they disadvantage minorities due to their already fewer employment opportunities in the entertainment industry and their regular battles against racial stereotypes, the same BFOQ and First Amendment protections that shield Hamilton from discrimination claims apply to productions favoring white casts as well. This raises the controversial question: should it?

V. ARGUMENTS IN FAVOR OF SUBJECTING CASTING CALLS AND CASTING DECISIONS THAT DISCRIMINATE AGAINST MINORITIES TO LEGAL LIABILITY

There are two foundational principles that, at first glance, cut in favor of the idea that casting calls and casting decisions disadvantaging minorities warrant legal redress: equity and meritocracy. This section will examine these two principles and their historical importance to casting practices. In so doing, this section will consider whether either or both of these principles justify broadening the scope of antidiscrimination statutes to cover discriminatory casting practices. Ultimately, this section will conclude that nonregulatory measures can more effectively steer the industry toward these ideals within constitutional bounds and, thus, that legislative reform is not the right mode for addressing the discriminatory impact of race-based casting practices that disfavor minorities.

A. Equity

The notion that “casting should be fair” originated in early twentieth century America. In the early 1910s, actors—faced with little job security, abysmally minute wages, and lacking enforceable contractual protections—decided to unionize. In 1913, the Actors’ Equity Association (AEA) was formed to represent live theater performers (as opposed to film or live television, which were over a decade away from technological development). Shortly thereafter, in 1919, the AEA organized a successful and historic strike that resulted in overtime pay and better wages for actors, a cap on the amount of

89. Id.
90. See supra Parts II–III.
93. Id.
weekly performances permitted, and established Saturday as the official payday.94 The results of the strike were lasting and kept protest-oriented union activities to a minimum for much of the immediately subsequent decades.95 Following World War II, however, “growing national concerns about civil rights and desegregation” prompted actors unions to “reassert[] their inceptive investment in equitable access to employment.”96 Indeed, “[d]uring the 1940s and 1950s, subcommittees within all the major actor unions began to advocate for fair and equitable access to employment opportunities for minority union members, especially actors of African descent.”97 In addition to the AEA, which had initiated its own Committee on Negro Integration in the Theatre, unions for film and television performers, such as the Screen Actors Guild (SAG), began facing pressure from their members to push for greater equity of casting opportunities for minority actors.98 While these union members often faced great opposition by their controlling boards, who were generally reluctant to pursue such initiatives, eventually even SAG’s Board “endorsed a statement on ‘Integration and Employment of Negro Performers,’ which called upon writers, directors, producers, and casting agents to recognize [black] artist[s] primarily as . . . artist[s] and give such performers parts reflecting their position in society which then extended ‘from the kitchen to the United Nations.’”99 In other words, the real pressure that actors placed on their unions to vocalize support for helping black performers expand their reach and casting opportunities, both in terms of quantity and quality, helped bring greater recognition to the need to redress inequity in the industry.100

Despite this historical praise for equity, however, it is quite clear that even today, the vocalization of support for minority performers has often rung hollow.101 People of different races still do not all have equitable employment opportunities within the entertainment industry.102 Current casting practices threaten to cause substantial economic and identity harms for actors of color, which

95. Herrera, supra note 91, at 3.
96. Id.
97. Id.
98. Id.
100. Id.
102. See Hunt et al., supra note 70.
may warrant rectification.\textsuperscript{103} On the economic harms aspect, disparate casting opportunities\textsuperscript{104} result in “people of color receiv[ing] less work than white actors, especially in leading, more lucrative roles.”\textsuperscript{105} Furthermore, many of the opportunities available to minority actors require them to assume a stereotyped identity.\textsuperscript{106} This creates additional, perpetuating economic problems, as it is common practice in the entertainment industry to only consider actors “for jobs that replicate his or her prior roles.”\textsuperscript{107} Thus, minority actors often face an unfortunate choice: either they must be willing to “play[] a few stereotypical roles,” which “will lead to more stereotypical work and hinder the actor in obtaining future non-stereotypical roles” or they must “[h]old[] out for non-stereotypical work,” which “will likely mean that the actor works less.”\textsuperscript{108} For most actors, however, the latter is not a realistic option, as they “simply do not have the economic luxury of passing up parts, even stereotypical roles they would prefer not to play.”\textsuperscript{109} In fact, even when minorities somehow get cast in the same kinds of roles as white actors, evidence suggests that “people of color . . . may be paid less for their work.”\textsuperscript{110}

As for identity harms, because many of the already limited employment opportunities for minority actors involve playing stereotypical roles, nonwhite actors reportedly regularly endure a greater amount of psychological discomfort to pursue their careers.\textsuperscript{111} This discomfort stems from the fact that oftentimes a minority actor “must shed her normal identity and embody a racial . . . prototype . . . that she struggles against and tries to distance herself from in most other contexts.”\textsuperscript{112} Because most of these stereotyped roles—which “manifest[] . . . othering” by requiring actors to adopt “exaggerated” mannerisms that usually “misrepresent[] the [racial] group”—are written by white people, minority actors also must frequently confront the reality that accepting one of these available roles means they will help perpetuate a potentially harmful racial stereotype.\textsuperscript{113} Thus, actors of color are often placed in a catch-22 where they need to make an unfair choice between whether to accept playing an

\textsuperscript{103} Robinson, \textit{supra} note 101, at 18.
\textsuperscript{104} \textit{Id.} (“Casting director Jane Jenkins explains that ‘there’s definitely less work statistically and it’s definitely harder for minority actors to get good [agent] representation and to get work.’”).
\textsuperscript{105} \textit{Id.} at 18.
\textsuperscript{106} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{107} Robinson, \textit{supra} note 101, at 23.
\textsuperscript{108} \textit{Id.} at 27.
\textsuperscript{109} \textit{Id.} at 27–28.
\textsuperscript{110} \textit{Id.} at 19.
\textsuperscript{111} \textit{Id.} at 27–28.
\textsuperscript{112} \textit{Id.} at 27.
\textsuperscript{113} Robinson, \textit{supra} note 101, at 25, 27.
exaggerated, racially stereotyped role or else risk facing no employment at all.\textsuperscript{114}

For all these reasons, a respect for equity theoretically provides a compelling reason to consider legal reform concerning casting practices.\textsuperscript{115} But, from a practical standpoint, committing to such a principle would involve such a great deal of imprecise line-drawing that any casting equity statute would almost certainly fail a First Amendment challenge.\textsuperscript{116} For example, would a regulation seeking to ensure equal casting be focused on the casting call (i.e., ensuring that the audition is open to everyone regardless of race and expresses no racial preference), the final casting decisions (i.e., who actually is casted), or both? While the former approach might be more plausible (though query whether there is any real benefit to blankety requiring open casting calls where a director is not willing to budge on his or her preset notions of what the cast must look like—is it wasting the valuable time of actors who do not fit that description?), certainly requirements on the latter would impose a substantial burden on the free expression of the creator of the artistic work.\textsuperscript{117} In other words, requiring that a given cast be racially diverse could impact the storyline or way in which a role is portrayed or viewed, implicating First Amendment concerns.\textsuperscript{118} Beyond this, though, defining equity in such a statute would be an imperfect and nearly impossible task that would almost certainly fall short of satisfying the First Amendment’s narrow tailoring requirement.\textsuperscript{119} If, for instance, a cast consisted of ten performers, what would be considered an equitable breakdown in terms of race? Could five actors be white, five nonwhite? Could all of the nonwhite actors be black, or would you need to break it down more evenly: two white, two black, two Hispanic, two Asian, two Native American? Would the representation need reflect the population’s racial composition (and thereby potentially be in constant flux)? What about works that only have one or two people

\textsuperscript{114} See id. at 27–28.
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\textsuperscript{116} Cf. Citizens United v. Fed. Election Comm’n, 558 U.S. 310, 329 (2010). It is also worth noting that the First Amendment has no “reasonableness” requirement and does not mandate that diverse perspectives be given equal voice; it mandates merely that no perspective or viewpoint be banned from being heard. In that sense, a statute requiring equal opportunities for actors of color to be viewed or cast in certain roles is anathema to the concept of free expression itself. The First Amendment does not permit regulating speech to the extent that the purpose of that regulation is to ensure that all individuals can equally influence an industry or its products. See id. at 340–41.

\textsuperscript{117} Robinson, supra note 101, at 50–53. Of course, there is always the possibility that a producer or director might be more willing to cast actors they had not previously considered right for a role upon seeing them audition for the part in person, but I have not been able to locate any reliable studies testing this theory either way. See id.
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in their cast, or uneven numbers? To what extent would these requirements impact lead roles versus supporting roles? Ultimately, it seems unlikely that any such statute would be able to sufficiently further a compelling or substantial interest in equity in such a manner that restricts no more speech than necessary. Accordingly, drafting such a restriction that could survive constitutional scrutiny under the First Amendment is ultimately a fantastical feat and an unrealistic solution to addressing inequities caused by race-based casting.

B. Meritocracy

Meritocracy is a well-understood ideal valued by most Americans. Applied to casting, meritocracy would ensure that “the casting process permits the best performers to be seen, thereby presumptively enabling directors, producers and others to identify those performers best equipped to execute their artistic vision.” Underlying this promise is the ideal that “if the flow of supply and demand could be effectively marshaled, the best actor would certainly get the role.” Existing default casting practices undermine the ideal of meritocracy in part because they condone the fact that some actors have less access to auditions or parts for various roles, especially leading roles. Hamilton’s casting practices are also inconsistent with any sense of meritocracy; under this principle, casting and awarding people, even in part, because they are a minority is just as problematic as casting and awarding them, in part, because they are white. In other words, in a meritocratic industry, it would not matter if a cast was all one race or otherwise nonreflective of the population so long as it was comprised of the best and most talented actors for the given roles.

There are many proponents of reforming casting practices to reflect meritocratic ideals, including Boys Don’t Cry actress Hilary Swank. In a 2015 interview, Swank expressed, “Everyone should

121. See Herrera, supra note 91, at 6–7.
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have an opportunity to audition and have the chance to act and to be a part of a film. But in the end, I don’t think they should get it because they actually live that [identity] day in and day out. . . . [T]he part should ultimately go to the best actor.”

Orange is the New Black actress Natasha Lyonne agrees, opining that casting practices should operate under the notion “[m]ay the best actor win.”

Hamilton’s past casting calls and decisions veered away from meritocracy on the basis of race, its casting calls for the show’s regional productions exemplified more meritocratic ideals by “looking for men and women” to play the lead roles of George Washington and Aaron Burr.

While proponents of legal reform aimed at ensuring casting meritocracy are likely well-intentioned, their means of countering inequity in casting opportunities is unrealistic. To engage in legal reform to change casting practices so that they promote a system of meritocracy would raise too many unanswered questions, creating absolute chaos in the industry and serving to disincentivize the creation of future works because of fear of liability. A regulation ensuring that a part will go to the best actor for the role simply cannot be drafted because there is no singular agreed-upon way to define “best.” Is “best” the person the casting director has the best gut feeling about? Or is it “[b]est as in most qualified? The person with the most credits? That’s not a great measurement.” The law is just not an effective tool for ensuring meritocracy in an industry where there is no objective measure of excellence.
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134. See Robinson, supra note 101, at 50. It is also important to note that, under the First Amendment, a director or producer is free to disregard whether the actor selected to play a role is less talented than others who auditioned for the same part. The government cannot, pursuant to the First Amendment, require that artistic creators choose expression that is meritocratic in its execution. Id. at 45–47.
VI. TACTICS OUTSIDE THE SCOPE OF LAW REFORM CAN BE MORE EFFECTIVE IN INFLUENCING CASTING PRACTICES

While the law may be an ineffective channel for addressing economic and financial harms arising from current inequitable casting opportunities and practices, there are several other, more effective ways to bring about change in the casting process. This section will discuss three tactics outside the scope of law reform that could serve to foster a greater universal celebration of diversity in casting decisions, including the creative community adopting “professional consciousness” when writing and casting a script; audience activism; and spreading public recognition of nonwhite actors.

A. The Creative Community, Especially Screenwriters, Has the Power to Change Casting Practices

In the words of American film director and producer Tom Donahue, “every character begins life as just words on a page.” In other words, each production begins with scripts, not actors; the script defines which types of people can play a role. Indeed, a large part of why Hollywood is not “an actor’s utopian meritocracy” is due to “the people making the stories.” In a piece written by Charles Ramírez Berg, screenwriter and Professor of Media Studies at the University of Texas at Austin’s Moody College of Communication, Berg notes that while the entertainment industry’s practices are often discriminatory, it is very possible for scriptwriters “to alter its pervasive stereotyping.”

For example, Berg warns fellow screenwriters not to reserve nonwhite characters for “ethnic stories,” as doing so risks “ghettoizing [minorities’] talents,” nor to attempt to “force ethnic/racial content into every story telling crevice, whether it belongs there or not,” because doing so “run[s] the risk of becoming doctrinaire” and could limit viewership. He believes that if screenwriters abide by a “professional conscience” when they write, they can catalyze the
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industry’s endorsement of “equal treatment for all and the tolerance of difference.” According to Berg, abiding by a “professional conscience” means taking into account the following while writing a script when able:

1. Race of the characters (steering clear of stereotypes), especially for the protagonist(s);
2. Incorporating nonwhite characters into relatable, everyday activities (e.g., “leisurely conversations around kitchen tables,” which, while potentially doing little to advance the central plotline, can “add immeasurably to the film’s thick cultural texture”);
3. Accurately portraying and setting the production in a culturally specific location that “Hollywood always gets wrong” or that “is seldom seen in mainstream” production (e.g., instead of setting a movie in “the ‘mean streets’ of the barrio,” setting it in a church hall dance or at a quinceañera);
4. Possibilities for reclaiming history within a story’s narrative, especially when minorities have been excluded from a related historical dialogue (e.g., how Hamilton shows that minorities and immigrants also contributed significantly to early American history); and
5. Dialect (meaning that to the extent possible, “broken English spoken with a heavy accent” should be avoided and, where necessary, replaced with language spoken in the character’s native tongue with English subtitles (e.g., like in The Godfather)).

And Berg is not alone in believing that industry change can be effectively driven by the writers and other players within the creative community. When screenwriter and filmmaker Alex Proyas and production studio Lionsgate Movies were confronted about their choice to employ a near-exclusively white cast in the film Gods of Egypt, they acknowledged the power and discretion the creative community has over casting as well as its social responsibility.
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Apologizing for their casting decisions, a Lionsgate representative stated:

We recognize that it is our responsibility to help ensure that casting decisions reflect the diversity and culture of the time periods portrayed. In this instance we failed to live up to our own standards of sensitivity and diversity, for which we sincerely apologize. Lionsgate is deeply committed to making films that reflect the diversity of our audiences. We have, can and will continue to do better.\textsuperscript{146}

Experience has shown that when writers do embrace the concept of “professional consciousness” and internalize social responsibility while engaged in their craft, they can change the way in which roles get casted and evolve.\textsuperscript{147} For example, Indian-American actress Mindy Kaling noted that her casting in \textit{The Office} as Kelly, a generally relatable character for American women whose various forays tend to be race-neutral, directly reflected the fact that the show “hired a group of the most feminist writers” who cared about her experience and ensured that her “voice was heard” to prevent forcing her into a stereotype.\textsuperscript{148} Thus, there is strong reason to believe that one of the most effective ways to change the casting process is for writers in the creative community to take an active role in writing their scripts with an underlying sense of “professional consciousness.”

\textbf{B. Audiences Can Help Influence Casting Practices}

Audiences can play an influential role in shifting discriminatory casting practices to create more equitable opportunities. In light of the growing nonwhite population and an increasingly progressive mindset for at least some white heteronormative populations, this has become a potent tactic.\textsuperscript{149} Audience members can encourage the industry to shoulder greater social responsibility in its casting choices by “demand[ing] that movies or television programs [and other}


\textsuperscript{146} Id. Similarly, Proyas stated: “The process of casting a movie has many complicated variables, but it is clear that our casting choices should have been more diverse. I sincerely apologize to those who are offended by the decisions we made.” Id.
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\textsuperscript{149} \textit{Hunt et al.}, \textit{supra} note 70, at 4. “The minority share of the U.S. population is growing by about a half a percent each year. Constituting nearly 40 percent of the U.S. population in 2017, minorities will become the majority within a couple of decades.” Id. at 2. That said, however, this Article is not suggesting that minorities should have to shoulder the burden of audience activism to ensure more racially unbiased casting opportunities alone or at all.
productions) cast people of color and refus[ing] to watch or frequent the showing if the director fails to do so.150

Employing this tactic has been successful in the past.151 For example, in August 1992, playwright and director Luis Valdez put his film *Frida and Diego* “on hold indefinitely.”152 “His decision [to do so was] a reaction to recent protests by some Latino actors in Hollywood who objected to his casting of a non-Latina actress, Laura San Giacomo, in the role of famed Mexican painter Frida Kahlo.”153 More recently, the theater production company New York Gilbert & Sullivan Players, canceled its Broadway production of *The Mikado*, which was planned for December 26, 2015—January 2, 2016.154 The reason? Vocal “members of the Asian community took offense” to the fact that the production featured “four Caucasian actors portraying Japanese characters,” that “out of the approximately forty members of the company, only two actors [were] of Asian descent,” and that the show was “full of stereotypes.”155 This resulted in bad publicity that the company wished to ameliorate.156
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Similarly, when screenwriter and director Cameron Crowe’s movie *Aloha*, which was heavily criticized by the public for its casting choices prior to opening, performed poorly in its first weekend in theaters, collecting just $10.5 million despite a shiny pedigree and a star-studded cast in summer 2015, Crowe conceded that his decision to cast Emma Stone as the part-Chinese, part-Hawaiian leading female role may have been “misguided.” Following an organized boycott by Hawaiian natives and the Media Action Network for Asian Americans, *Aloha* only grossed $26 million against a budget of $37 million, making the film a box office bomb. Shoudering the blame for the movie’s poor reception, Crowe assured future moviegoers that his “future casts” would “include more people of color.”

Thus, while Crowe’s movie did play in theaters, audience activism and collective disapproval toward the film’s casting appear to have impacted the legendary screenwriter and director such that he will likely be more willing to cast talented actors of color in his future projects.

While these examples show that organized collective action can be a powerful tool in shaping casting decisions, individual voices of showgoers or activist groups can be potent and effective tools as well, especially when collective action is difficult to undertake. Even just mere expressions of disapproval of casting choices can influence...
casting within the industry.\textsuperscript{164} Indeed, trails of public discontent over certain casting choices have certainly helped impact future casting decisions.\textsuperscript{165} For instance, when the 1989 Broadway production of \textit{The King and I} had white actors in “yellowface” play Asian characters, Beulah Ku, the Director of Advocacy of the Association of Asian/Pacific American Artists in Los Angeles, wrote a well-received response article to the \textit{Los Angeles Times}.\textsuperscript{166} Speaking for Asian Americans in her advocacy group, she wrote to “voice our dissent and concern over the casting choices for the show.”\textsuperscript{167} She opined that, “[t]o use no Asians as principals is unjust and anachronistic, especially when \textit{The King and I} is a musical so obviously based on Asian themes.”\textsuperscript{168} While the 1989 production continued to play, it is likely that the outcries from people like Ku influenced the subsequent decision to actively seek actors of “Asian, South Asian, Southeast Asian/Pacific Islander” descent when casting the show’s Broadway revival in 2014.\textsuperscript{169}

\textbf{C. Public Recognition May Help Encourage More Equitable Casting Opportunities}

Some scholars argue that mainstream public recognition of nonwhite actors’ achievements may help encourage fairer casting opportunities.\textsuperscript{170} While these scholars applaud minority representation at award ceremonies like the NAACP Image Awards (which honor “individuals and organizations which have contributed to the positive portrayal of African Americans in motion pictures, television, literature and recording”);\textsuperscript{171} the Golden Eagle Awards (which “celebrate the talent and culture of Latino artists”);\textsuperscript{172} and the Golden Ring Awards (which “highlight the achievements of Asian American and Pacific Islander members of the arts and entertainment community”),\textsuperscript{173}
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they believe that if nonwhite artists were better represented among the nominees and recipients for more mainstream entertainment awards (e.g., the Academy Awards), “it may encourage decision makers in the entertainment industry to realize the abundance of nonwhite artists and the demand for their talent.”

Responding to public criticism and “calls for an Oscar boycott” over the lack of nonwhite nominees at the Academy Awards in 2015 and 2016, the 2016 governing board of the Academy Awards approved a “sweeping series of substantive changes” aimed at “doubling the number of women and diverse members of the Academy by 2020” in an effort to encourage more diverse nominees. The adopted changes include a ten-year cap on each new member’s voting status, making it possible for the new member to renew their voting privileges only if they have been “active in motion pictures during that decade” or have won or been nominated for an Academy Award. Members falling into the latter “receive lifetime voting rights.” Those not falling into any of these categories will be “moved to emeritus status” and lose their voting privileges. Additionally, the Academy said it would “supplement the traditional process in which current members sponsor new members by launching an ambitious, global campaign to identify and recruit qualified new members who represent greater diversity.”
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180. Id. Other approved changes include “adding new members who are not Governors to its executive and board committees where key decisions about membership and governance are made” and “establish[ing] three new governor seats that will be nominated by the President for three-year terms and confirmed by the Board.” Id.
be a change force in the industry, Academy President Cheryl Boone Isaacs said of the new voting and governance measures: “The Academy is going to lead and not wait for the industry to catch up.”

And, indeed, there has been a noticeably positive impact on the increased diversity of Academy Award winners since these changes were adopted.

But if public recognition via awards can be used to promote diversity with industries, a question arises as to why we should promote diversity for artistically inclined entertainment (e.g., theater, movies, television, etc.) when different entertainment fields, like sports, are not making akin efforts to promote diversity. In other words, does the lack of diversity in, for example, sports undermine efforts to diversify artistically inclined entertainment? Indeed, many people have compared art to sports and, in so doing, noted “the disproportionate amount of black people in the NBA.” So why is the public more upset when the Oscar nominees do not resemble America’s population than when the basketball players on the All-Star team are equally homogenous? Why was there no public uproar when the National Basketball Association (NBA) announced that the 2016 starting lineups for the All-Star game included “no Europeans, no Latin Americans, no white Americans and no Asians, American or otherwise?” Is it that people are applying different standards to artistically inclined entertainment than to sports based on social outcomes? And if so, are they justified in encouraging and prompting organizations like the Oscars to institute policies aimed at increasing diversity while not doing so for other organizations like the NBA?

While this line of questioning may seem fair on the surface, it rests on a shaky analogy. Unlike basketball, art does not have a literal scoreboard. Awards and honors bestowed upon artists in the entertainment industry are based on more subjectivity because, as previously discussed, there is no singular agreed-upon way to define
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“best” in this context. Conversely, there is an objective way to measure who is, for example, good at basketball. So while meritocratic casting decisions are simply not feasible, professional sports are inherently and almost invariably meritocratic. Furthermore, even if different standards are being applied to artistically inclined entertainment than sports, qualitative differences between the industries justify the different standards. Unlike sports, in artistically inclined entertainment, diversity makes a significant difference because it changes the type of stories you can tell; conversely a basketball game is still a basketball game regardless of who is on the court. Stories, and the characters used within them (e.g., racially stereotyped characters) can have a greater societal impact on race relations. Consequently, promoting diversity within artistically inclined entertainment via encouraging public recognition of nonwhite actors through channels like the Academy Awards is possible and will not be undermined just because sports organizations do not advocate for greater diversity in their own awards programs.

CONCLUDING THOUGHTS

Employing the above tactics promises to help bring about change in casting practices in an efficient and effective manner. Indeed, audience activism can make or break productions before they have even been released, prompting creators to think twice before casting their works in homogenous and disconcerting ways. Likewise, screenwriters and voting members that bestow prestigious achievement recognitions upon actors both have the ability to shape the direction of the industry through straightforwardly increasing the number of serious roles available to minority actors and by providing greater public recognition to talented performers of color. While legal reform
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of casting practices may not be realistic or effective at this juncture, these tactics can help to bring about immediate change in the casting industry.

Even if these tactics are not employed, however, changes to casting practices are likely and perhaps inevitable over time in light of changing demographics shifting market demand. In other words, in light of growing minority populations in the United States, it is likely that current casting practices may soon be unsustainable; evidence “shows clearly that America’s increasingly diverse audiences prefer diverse content created with the input of diverse talent.” Recent studies have concluded that “the nation is projected to be majority minority by 2043.” If this is true, the entertainment industry will eventually need to adapt to these changing demographics. Harry M. Benshoff, a professor of Film Studies at the University of North Texas, has explained that “[t]he way Hollywood sees it, the more people who identify with a character, the more tickets a movie might sell.” From this it follows that as minority populations continue to grow and more people find themselves identifying with nonwhite characters, casting opportunities for nonwhite actors will grow as well.

We have already begun to see the start of this shift in a number of recent Broadway casting decisions, resulting in successful runs for recent shows like Mean Girls (casting Asian-American actress Ashley Park as Gretchen Weiners and, subsequently, Mexican and Lebanese actress Krystina Alabado in the same role); Romeo and Juliet (casting black actress Condola Rashad as Juliet); Les
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Miserables (casting black actor Kyle Jean-Baptise to play Jean Valjean); and, of course, Hamilton (casting nonwhite actors as Alexander Hamilton, Aaron Burr, and George Washington, among others).202 The success of these shows also signals white people’s increasing willingness to support and see shows that include more diverse casts.203 In fact, Hamilton ticket prices run upwards of around $300204 and the show has been sold out since opening despite the fact that Broadway’s theatergoers tend to be overwhelmingly white.205 Indeed, Hamilton’s success suggests that the former justification behind white-preferred casting—that doing so was necessary to ensure a production’s commercial success206—is no longer as tenable. Rather, we seem to be approaching a market shift where diversity is beginning to help increase interest and sales in mainstream society, not detract from them.

Until this market shift has fully materialized,207 however, employing tactics like the ones described above will likely remain the
most effective ways to promote more equal and fair casting practices in the entertainment industry.208 The creative community and its audiences have tremendous power and influence over the shape of mainstream entertainment.209 Through collective action and independent efforts, it is possible to change the landscape of casting practices even without the unlikely and impracticable support of legal reform in this context. Such action is necessary to ensure more equitable casting opportunities for and greater portrayal of diverse actors in the entertainment industry in the immediate future.
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